
MINI COUNTRYMAN AND MINI PACEMAN.

ORIGINAL MINI ACCESSORIES.

Keep it MINI.
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BUILT TO EXCITE.

Take a MINI Countryman or MINI Paceman out for a spin and you’re guaran-

teed to turn heads. In the bustle of the big city or on the trendiest streets, 

it’s designed to make an entrance – not that you’d want it any other way.

To stamp your personality on the talk of the town, just add Original MINI

Accessories.

Sport stripes

Rear-view mirror housing with Union Jack design

Black Line

Side scuttles

Union Jack design for sunroof

MINI LED additional headlights

Optical under-ride kit

-watt xenon headlights

Exterior mirror caps

An eye-catching extra – racecar styling for the bonnet, roof and doors.

The Black Line package includes Slate Grey or Brilliant Black bezels for the 

front headlights (pic ) and additional indicator lights in Black (pic ). Black 

Line rear lights are also available for the MINI Countryman (not illustrated).

The side scuttles clip on to the side direction indicators, and can be changed 

in moments. They are available in a Black Jack or Union Jack fl ag design, or 

any colour from the MINI RAY package: Shocking Blue, Lemon Yellow, Alien 

Green, Vitamin Orange and Energy Pink.

The fun doesn’t have to stop when night falls. The state-of-the-art LED

additional headlights, which double the amount of light on the road, switch 

on when high beam is activated. Available in Chrome (pic ) or Brilliant Black.

Silver-coloured attachments for the front and rear aprons and sides under-

line the off-road credentials of the MINI Countryman.

The retrofi ttable -watt xenon headlights are perfect for night owls. They 

emit a bright blue light with a better range and distribution than halogen 

lights. This ensures greater overall visibility.
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It’s never been easier to make a quick getaway. Because as soon as you climb 

inside the MINI Countryman or MINI Paceman, you’re in a little world of your 

own – one that you can personalize with Original MINI Accessories.

1 With and without ISOFIX
2 ISOFIX function can only be used for children up to  kg

MINI junior seat group  with ISOFIX, 

Rail accessories

Travel and Comfort system

The safest position for children here is facing backwards, though they can 

also sit forwards if desired. For children from around  months to  years 

(approx.  to  kg). The MINI group  junior seat features a fi ve-point belt 

system and ISOFIX base, which can also be used with the MINI group + 

baby seat. The seats are as safe as they are comfortable. They feature 

integrated airpads, which provide additional head protection in a side 

impact, and are soft and cosy for everyday use. Available in Union Jack or 

Vivid Green.

One rail fi ts all: the noteholder is for smaller documents and notes and has 

space for a small MINI pencil and two coins. Featuring a magnetic clasp, the 

rail bag is designed to hold small and medium-sized items. It is interchange-

able and coated on the inside. It attaches using two hooks, and can be re-

moved when not required. The handy .-litre rail box is perfect for smaller 

items such as glasses cases, wallets and phones. It can also be closed and 

used as a tissue dispenser.

The modular MINI Travel and Comfort system is a great addition for longer 

journeys. It is structured around a base attachment that is easily affi xed 

between the bars of the head rest. This can then be used with the clothes 

hanger, universal hook, or Apple and Samsung tablet holder. The clothes 

hanger (pic ) can also be used outside the vehicle with a detachable hook.

The system comes in Matt Black with Brilliant Black highlights.
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SPACE FOR NEW IDEAS.
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INTERIOR DESIGN.
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FROM COUNTRY TO CLASSICAL.

Your MINI Countryman or MINI Paceman will take you (almost) anywhere, 

and thanks to Original MINI Accessories, you can listen to almost anything 

while you drive as well. Just let your taste be your guide. And when you 

need guidance of a more practical sort, there’s always the Portable navi-

gation system.

Snap-in adapter

Multimedia connectivity adapter

MINI USB charger

Tablet DVD system

Holder for Portable navigation system

This docking system is used to store and fast-charge a mobile phone. It is 

compatible with current models from Apple, Samsung, Nokia, Motorola and 

some other manufacturers. Use the adapter to connect the phone to the car’s 

external aerial for optimal reception. Depending on the car and confi guration, 

snap-in ‘music’, ‘media’ and ‘connect’ adapters are available. These allow you 

to play music from your phone over the car’s speakers.

Lets you connect your Apple iPod/iPhone, MP player, or another manufac-

turer’s smartphone to the audio system. It charges the device, and displays 

song titles and playlists. Easy to control via the multifunction steering wheel, 

iDrive controller or radio.

Insert a MINI single USB charger into the cigarette lighter to charge one 

phone, or a dual USB charger to charge two at once.

The ultimate back-seat entertainment system offers two screens, a built-

in DVD player, a USB interface and two in-vehicle mounting points. Suitable 

for the playback of a wide range of video, music and image formats. The 

optional infrared stereo headphones ensure superb sound quality with no 

annoying trailing wires.

This holder for Garmin portable navigation systems can be combined with a 

traffi c information receiver, preventing a mess of wires for different devices. 

Includes vehicle icons, a directory of MINI Service Centres and wallpapers.
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MUSIC, COMMUNICATIONS 
AND TECHNOLOGY.
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Luggage and leisure.
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TRY TOPPING THIS.

As of now, there’s very little you can’t take with you. Thanks to Original MINI 

Accessories, the sky almost literally is the limit.

Aluminium rear-mounted rack, lockable

Surfboard holder

Ski and snowboard holder, lockable

Roof box

Roof rack base support system for roof rails, lockable

This system has been specially developed for MINI, and allows up to two 

bicycles to be transported on the back of the car. The tailgate can still be 

opened when the rack is loaded. Available in two versions: one for vehicles 

with a trailer tow hitch, and one for vehicles without (this version requires 

optional rear-mounted rack preparation).

Impact-resistant plastic board holders, integrated mast bracket, eyelets and 

fi xing straps.

Suitable for carrying either two snowboards and two pairs of skis, or up to six 

pairs of skis. It also has room for ski poles. Raised carrier bars are also avail-

able as an option.

The roof box features sporty MINI styling, with embossed MINI lettering 

and embossed sport stripes. The box is fi tted with an innovative anti-theft 

opening system and can be opened from either side, while incorporating six 

locking points. It can also carry up to fi ve pairs of skis measuring  cm or 

less. Capacity approx.  litres. Weight approx.  kg. Dimensions (L x W x H) 

, x  x  mm. The top casing is fi nished in either Titanium Silver or 

Black, and coloured contrast stripes (to match the embossed sport stripes) 

are available as an option.

The corrosion-resistant cross-bars are made of high-strength aluminium 

tubing, and their anti-theft locking mechanism ensures they meet the

highest security standards. For MINI Paceman models with roof rails.
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OTHER ACCESSORIES AT A GLANCE.

EXTERIOR DESIGN.

INTERIOR DESIGN.

Tunnel Spoke R in Anthracite, 

size J x  inches

Double Spoke R in Silver, 

size J x  inches, winter tyre

Exterior mirror caps in 

Shocking Blue

LED daytime running light Sport stripes Indoor/outdoor car cover

MINI baby seat group +

Rear-view mirror housing

with Checkered Flag design

MINI junior seat group /

Side scuttles with Black Jack design Optical under-ride kit

Textile fl oor matsAll-weather fl oor mats

Exterior mirror caps with 

Checkered Flag design

1 Also available in Energy Pink, Shocking Blue, Vitamin Orange and Lemon Yellow
2 Part of the MINI RAY package

-Star Double Spoke Composite 

R in Black, size .J x  inches

MINI RAY package, Alien Green
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MUSIC, COMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY.

Luggage and leisure.

Universal holderRoof rack base support system

for roof rails, lockable

Universal holder for mobile devices Travel and Comfort System bracket

for Apple iPad ( – ) / iPad mini

Snap-in adapterCD/DVD storage sleeve

Luggage rack, lockable

The models illustrated may include optional equipment and accessories not fi tted as 

standard. Alterations to specifi cations, standard and optional equipment, and content may 

occur. Apple®, iPhone®, iPad® and iPod® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Subject to 

error. © BMW AG, Munich, Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or in part, without written 

permission of BMW AG, Munich. Part number       , BB-. 

Printed in Germany /.

For more information and details of further 
Original MINI Accessories, visit: 
 www.MINI.com/accessories

Mobility kitRacing cycle holder, lockable

MINI coolbag

Touring cycle holder, lockable

Protective bootspace cover Luggage compartment mat, fi tted

Protective rear cover

  MINI Paceman

  MINI Countryman

www.facebook.com/MINI
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